
Beaver Scouts 

Be a Mad Scientist 
The Steam Museum Woodshed has been transformed into a Mad Scientist’s Laboratory! Young folks are 
invited to take part in our mad science workshop, where they will get to perform some creepy chemistry 
experiments, including making slime, learn about the freaky physics of steam engines, and take a tour of 
the 1859 Pumphouse. Mad Scientists-in-Training will also get to decorate their own safety goggles, and 
create their own lava lamps to take home.  
 
Program Components: Beaver Scouts will take part in several hands-on science based activities, where 
they get a chance to be a mad scientist! This program will involve mixing chemicals and potions to create 
new, and exciting materials/reactions. Every child will have the opportunity to create their own lava lamp, 
which they can take home at the end of the program.  
Duration: 2 hours 
Cost: $8.00 per Scout 
 
Build & Destroy at the Museum 
What does a civil engineer do? They work on and design a number of things: roads, traffic systems, water 
ways, bridges, port and canal systems, and even draw up plans for building structures. In this scenario, 
everyone can try their hand at civil engineering! Everyone will be grouped into small engineering firms, 
here in Hamilton. It is each team’s job to see who can build the largest, most impressive skyscraper – one 
that is able to withstand the impending wind storm. Next, the teams will be challenged to build a bridge 
that is strong and stable enough to withstand elephants on the move! 
 
Program Components: Beaver Scouts will be introduced to key curriculum components – strong 
shapes, and forces that act on structures. With this in mind, they will be required to build structures that 
can withstand the simulated forces. Once they have completed their hands-on activities, they will be 
treated to a tour of the 1859 Waterworks. The tour will focus on engineering principles and components 
which ensure the 1859 Pumphouse is a strong, stable structure; as well as highlighting the two 70-tonne 
steam engines. 
Duration: 2 hours 
Cost: $8.00 per Scout 
 
Defend the Pumphouse 
A catapult was a medieval rocket launcher that was used to hurl stones, rocks, and even flaming tar 
covered rocks at enemies. They were designed to inflict maximum damage to property and people.  
In this program, scouts are invited to build their own catapult to help protect the Pumphouse from an 
incoming attack! Although the museum is not actually under attack, this fun activity gives scouts a fun 
way to learn about medieval engineering – and provides a quality take-home piece to remember their 
visit. The home-made catapult won’t be as dangerous as the originals, but are capable of firing a ping-
pong ball about 30 meters!  
 
Program Components: This program involves creating a catapult using everyday materials. Beaver 
Scouts are responsible for sanding their wood pieces, and ensuring proper construction of their catapult 
for optimal flight of their cargo. Once the catapults are complete, everyone will be given the opportunity to 
put it to the test to try and knock down obstacles. 
Duration: 2 hours 
Cost: $8.00 per Scout 
 
 
 
 



Simple Machines in Motion 
A simple machine simplifies a difficult task, making it easier to perform. Using a complex interaction of 
simple machines - wheels, axles, pulleys, levers and gears – the 1859 Waterworks was able to pump 3.3 
million gallons of water to the city ten kilometres away, every day! This program examines simple 
machines and looks at their interactions together in more complex machines. A hands-on tour and 
demonstration of preserved 70-tonne steam engines and working steam-driven factory models are 
included to identify and investigate machines in motion. 
 
Program Components: The program includes a hands-on tour and demonstration of preserved 70-tonne 
steam engines and working steam factory model, and experiments with machines. Watching the 
interconnected parts of a steam driven factory, Beaver Scouts see pistons turning cranks turning wheels 
on axles; pulleys and belts transferring and changing the directions of force, to drive tools. Participants 
use model water pumps to learn the parts of the water supply system, and work together to build model 
machines out of simpler components to solve a problem. During a tour of the 1859 Waterworks’ engines 
and pumps, each Beaver Scout uses a lever to move a 22-tonne weight.  
Time: 2 hours  
Cost: $8.00 per Scout 
 
Solids, Liquids, & Gases 
The effect of changing states of matter – water to steam, molten metal to cast iron – was essential to the 
operation of the 1859 Hamilton Waterworks. Hot liquid iron was poured into sand moulds and cooled to 
become the cast iron engine parts we see today; cool water was heated up and changed into steam, a 
gas that expands and powers the engine. Through hands -on science experiments, and by observing the 
power of steam in action, scouts will identify the different properties of solids, liquids and gases, and 
explore the changing states of matter.  
 
Program Components: This program involves hands-on science experiments examining the properties 
of solids, liquids and gases, and how chemical reactions and temperature can change matter from one 
state to another. Models will be used to demonstrate a live steam-powered factory, and how changing 
water into a gas transfers energy and force. 3 will then tour the original steam engines and see them in 
motion to understand the entire process from casting iron to pumping water.  
Duration: 2 hours  
Cost: $8.00 per Scout  


